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 P.O. Box 846 - Farmingdale, NJ 07727 

♦   Tel: (800) 631-2153
Customer Service

www.crownengineering.com
♦  Fax: (888) 645-7278

Part Number: 40425
Description: Squeeze Rod Style - Gauge Glass Cutter
Packaging: Poly-bagged & tagged 
Includes:
1 - Gauge glass cutter
Works simular to the plier style gauge glass cutter.
It to offers good leverage on scoring the glass tubing
by a means sqeezing flexible rods together.

Part Number(s):
40428 (Standard blowout gun)
40429 (Gun with 150 psi  safety valve)
Description: Blowout gun   
Packaging: Poly bagged & tagged
Includes: 
1 - Blowout gun and instruction sheet.  
Our blowout gun uses a CO² cartridge (sold separately) 
and incorporates a 1/4” NPT female connection, that 
can be adapted to other fittings. It is intended for use in  
blowing out clogged lines that are vented beyond the 
restricted point to the atmosphere. It should not be used  
in a closed end line.   
Applications include fuel oil lines, machine lubrication 
systems, instrument transmission lines, and hydraulic 
pipelines.
The blowout gun with the built in check valve allows the 
user the ability to remove used CO² cartridges without 
pressure line loss. You can then add additional CO² 
cartridges as needed, up to  150 psi.
Replacement O-rings are available
ask for P/N: 40427-10

Part Number: 40436
Description: Ratchet box wrench
Packaging: Poly bagged & tagged for display
Includes:
1 - Rachet combo box wrench  
Made of steel with a plated finish. 
Accommodates a 1/4” hex and a 5/16” hex. 

40428

40429

Part Number: 40430
Description: Electrode tip benders
Packaging: Poly bagged & tagged
Includes:
2 - Tip benders.   
Made of steel with a plated finish. Used for   
bending and adjusting electrode and igniter tips, 
this lightweight tool is pocket size and easy to use. 
One end accommodates 1/8” tips and the other 
3/32” tip. A must to take on every service call. 
 

Part Number(s): 
40431 (Control Blast - only)
40431K (Control Blast with 3 - 12g cartridges)
40432K (Control Blast with 3 - 16g cartridges)
Description: Control Blast blow-out gun
Packaging: Poly bagged & tagged
Includes:
1 - Control Blast gun or kits from above list
Crown puts you in control with our new trigger activated 
blow out gun and our new bigger and better 12 or 16 
gram CO2 cartridge. Together they supply the “control” 
and power “blast” you need to get rid of stubborn oil line 
clogs. 

Part Number: 40437
Description: Nozzle Wrench Tool
Packaging: Poly bagged & tagged
Includes:
1 - Nozzle Buddy Wrench
Our “Nozzle Buddy,” tool gets the
job done! Install and remove nozzles 
with ease.  Works on all nozzle
brands and most adaptors.

NOZZLE
BUDDY

Part Number: 40434
Description: Eliminator Tape Measure
Packaging: Shell packaged
Includes:
1 - Tape measure 7/8” W tape X 25 Ft. Long 
A patent hook allows for un-assisted 
measurements on long pipe lengths. 
It’s “The Pipe Friendly” tape 
measure with easy to read fractional 
markings. A must have for the tool 
box for the plumber in you!


